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ON THE PROBLEMS OF OUR PLANET

The year 1969 v/ill be remembered for a long time, at leasz as long ,as there ere men

to remember. It is the year of the successful landing on the 000n, `:he latesi: episode in the

great revolution that began at Hiroshima 24 years ago. As Tiith the Ei::ot atom bomb explosion,

the repercussions of this exploit will possibly only be felt in delayed Traves many years

hence. Because what is important is the impact of these tremendous 57=.;_:E7 (7,1 the minds and

hearts of men. For example, in this last episode there was a moment tht will influence humanity

in times to come more than any other of this great adventure. At the half-way point in their

space journey the astronauts decided to share with us groundlings a sight which they themselves

found wondrous and awesome. Through one of the capsule portholes we saw their ultimate

destination, the moon, just as it had been known to the privileged few who had had access

to telescopes, but much more mineral in colour, with the numberless pock marks on its pale

surface, the sombre seas, the craters and the petrified traces of ancient volcanic eruptions.

All too clearly a dead, silent, barren world. Then they shifted the camera to another

window and regaled us with the sight of the bluish globe of our own earth, shimmering on

its edges, its surface traced with the swirls of air currents and, peering out from among

masses of clouds and undefinable turbulences, parts of continents, the parched brown of desert,

the deep blue of the seas, the Arctic snows. The earth, though incompletely visible, either

waning or waxing, was clearly alive. If, in fantasy, we were spacemen from another star,

and were to see the earth for the first time, we would certainly not have to make many

calculations to know that this globe enveloped in its many-layered atmosphere, and warmed

just enough on all sides by the sun, is a harbour of life in a part of the universe that

apparently contains no other. There would only remain to ask instead, with the ecologist

Cole in a recent article of his, "Is there intelligent life on earth?"

Today, for the first time, we are embarked on the direct solution of global problems

which, though in embryo, have long been present despite our not having perceived their nature

or their magnitude. If there really is intelligent life on earth, now is the time to prove it.

Because, for the first time, it would not be difficult to make people understand, however

great their ignorance or their vanity, that we must guard the lonely spark that was lit

here in a prodigy of cosmic chance and could be snuffed out just as easily.

Up to now, humanity has been consuming the mineral, vegetable and animal reserves of

the planet with savage improvidence, perhaps in the unconscious conviction, against all the

theoretical evidence to the contrary, that they are inexhaustible. Man has done nothing,

and invented nothing that does not lead to sure destruction of natural resources, which may

or may not be renewable, but are fatefully limited. It is only now, as Koestler says, that

he is beginning to doubt his immortality as a species. Perhaps this is why we hear, day after

day, the voices of the prophets of doom, of the cosmic cassandras who see in every sign the

beginning of the inevitable catastrophe. They do mankind a disservice by inuring people

to their sombre predictions instead of preparing the present generation to take a few
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In other words, there is no reason whatever why the major portion of mankind should be kept
in ignorance on this essential problem of mankind until such time as hunger sparks an upheaval

whose consequences can only be disastrous for any new order which it is intended to build on

that monstrous expectation.

It is also true that population pressure is not always harmful and that so far it has

been more beneficial for the development of countries than dangerous. On the whole, the

underdeVeloped countries have made notable progress since endemic diseases and plagues have

been effectively controlled, and, therefore, since the onset of what has come to be called
and not.as a foke the population explosion. Initially, at the beginning of the growth

curve in the last 20 or 30 years, the sudden population rise was a kind of galvanic,shock

for nations which chronic hunger had'reduced to lethargy and whose only active function was

heedless procreation. But this effect has passed. What we have today is something else:

the cities that have suddenly been enlarged by migration from the countryside have become

tragically overcrowded and shantytownc hc73 grown up around them where, in nowise improved
by the change of environment, the ex-"cLIqpesinos" continue to live just as badly as, or

worE than, they had for centuries as peasants under feudalism.There are not enough schools,

Lt.Lls, or housing or physicians or even cemeteries to cope with this sudden influx. Nor

re employment, because the recent industrialization prefers another kind of worker, better
Zra.,laed to understand and handle the tools of an incipient mechanical culture. And, while

wc:was growing scarcer in the countryside as a result of partial mechanization, in the city

thc..re was only disguised unemployment, prostitution, a sharing of jobs with the underworld,

htHla= Nisery. Some scientists who, like the former Chairman of the FAO Council, Dr. Josué de

Cc_c:ro, the brilliant author of the The Geography of Hunger, are led by what he calls "the
_

pacJion for truth", 'co mat:1=in that "Hunger itself will be the guiding force, the mainspring

of a social revolution that can gradually draw the world back from the abyss which threatens

to swallow our civilization much more greedily than the vceans threaten to.swallow our soils

This faith" he added "makes me an optimist...." This subversion provoked by hunger as the

effective catalyst, as the necessary revulsive, is probably a legitimate hope of the

revolutionaries for whom birth control is morally censurable. For those who would not want

to witness the repugnant spectacle, which could leave the species permanently crippled,

this is not a morally permissible prospect. And, in any case, those who speak of the genocide

of unborn children, who have not even been conceived, should view the promotion of revolution
brought on by global hunger with a large dose of scruples.

It is, again, true that effective birth control is at least unlikely as the suggestion

that a formidable organization such as had never before been achieved on the planet and is
still unknown could suddenly lead to the production of all the food necessary not only to

mitigate the chronic hunger of two-thirds of mankind but to prevent the famines that could

occur very soon as the population doubles and triples. On this point, as has been the case

in everything relating to crops since the world began, nothing is certain. Indeed, grandiose

hopes have been raised only to be dashed by ruthless disappointments. A few years ago we

regarded the problem of feeding the world's population and of keeping pace with any growth

as solved because extraordinary yields were being obtained from new strains of rice or maize.

Just lat May, your Direccor-General, Mr. Boerma, speaking at Miami, injected a note of sobriety

into these extravagant hopes of those who seek the solution of our formidable global muddles

in magic formulas, a new miracle drug, a perfect contraceptive, a fantastic and inexpensive

protein. No. We have not solved anything yet. There are grounds for a cautious a very

cautious partial optimism, mainly in the aspects relating to the application of technological

know how. But to produce all the foods that our omnivorous species requires, not just to

still its hunger but to supply the calories that it lacks today, and moreover to enable it to
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grow continuously and unrestrainedly, would take a far too radical ch i the economic,

social, political and cultural conditions of the most deprived segments cf humanity precisely

the very ones that are procreating at an astonishing pace. In 1900 the pcpulation of the

less developed regions was 67 percent of the total population of the world; in 1960 it had

risen to 70 percent; in the year 2 000 these same regions will account for 80 percent of the

world's population. Well, it may be that there was never in the history of our planet a

majority as poverty-stricken and impotent, nor minorities as wealthy and as small, as those

of our time. But there is more: apart from the numbers - which are overwhelming - as a

quantitative measure of the problem, there is the conflict between that misery and the efforts

of the most advanced, most sophisticated technology which would have to be applied to feed

all people. Dr. J. George Harrar, one of those experts who really knows agriculture right in

the field and in the underdeveloped world, from having spent many years as President of the

Rockefeller Foundation trying to improve conditions in that werld, writes in his book

Strategy toward the Conquest of Hungerl It has frequently been said chat the answer to food

problems lies in the prompt and universal application of the scientific method to agricultural

production. This standpoint is'valid as a principle. As a practical possibility is has no

validity. The fact is that if, by a series of miracles, everything thai is known today in,

agricultural technology could be applied universally and economically to agricultural societies,

the world's annual food supply could be expected* to double and triple Very soon. Unfortunately,

there is no hope of any early and great progress toward that utopia. This is not for any

lack of scientific knowledge, but because scientisfa cannot function independently of other

sectors of society... Decisions on the proper role of men of science and their participation

In national public programmes are usual/y.caken, and ordinarily should be taken, by non-

scientists in positions of power and influence. In the final lysis the successful application

of science to food production general/y depends on adequatl ,in:_cation among technicians,

national and local leaders and the public, and above all t :.4iArstanding and acquiescence

of the tiller of the soil. All the injections of modern ccien and of-technology will not
avail to increase production if they are not based an the understanding vhich leads to their

acceptance, application and continuity. Even after the great successes achieved by the Rockefeller

Foundation in Mexico, India and the Philippines with cereals, Dr. Herrar holds to the same

opinion. And this, in other terms, is what Lenin must have thought and what the Communist

leaders who have attempted sensational agricultural revolutions must have believed.The tiller

of the soil, who has been tilling it by methods that have not changed since prehistoric times,

will offer, either with the politiciano or without them, stiff resistance to any attempt

to disrupt his routine. Yet, unless it is disrupted,no technological progress will be made.

Nor, moreover, is the world problem of population versus food unrelated to that of the

cL devastation of our natural resources and the pollution of water and air by the wastes

of :.ndustry or the mere agglomeration of large cities. These are all by-products of the

spead of population growth and are of concern not only to nations of high fertility in the

poorer parts of the world but also in the more industrialized and richer regions where the

phenomena of accumulation and pollution most seriously jeopardize.the equilibrium of the

physical environment and uhere there are already alarming signs of psychological disturbance

principally amor g the Llhabitants of megalopolises. Of course, it can already be stated

without much of coc:t2e.diction that urbanization as we know it, the product of a process
of unplanne,L nanticipated agglomeration, is a disaster of major proportions, and that the

large cities h s proven failures. They were once the pride of our civilization and are

speedily becoming its shame. They simply do not function. Their results are equally nefarious

in the areas of greater wealth and more comple:: technology, on the eastern seaboard of the

United States of America and in the ancient cities of Asia that have spread like cancers,

without any apparent rhyme or reason, as unemployed land workers have taken refuge within their
walls.
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demonstratad, Such orgapiastion end the sheet numbe: of our global pzoblema sel f..12: very

aril! intelleccuJi gl:idancL, and strong moral fibet, bu t the new generation,1lish had oudi7
2:epored te shoulder the job, is appatently ro t 72Illing so ds Tqlzt she ne-

genetation lo pJ'ecisely the compler.ity, che orsanizetion, che technsiosy nnd the scdarlinise

thar no-7 indiqpcasable. 'Touch la hedonistic, flighsy and capricious, nnd_ of s,Durze_ byavely

in its passive disobedience; it is, moreover, consciously Encn:chistiu, 'Ls haz sCher

but its superficiality seems incurable. It detests ail forms c."2. boch ¿scut'.

>ssi.ble. This may not be a bad pneparation for ?,cceptance ei2 che uop::edlctzble future,

eeat they really datest is amy fora: cf ccerciou, from -,rhscaver zour,se, Css such tion,

least its most accine members bc, hand the present situatior
has no single easy solution?

The organization that presumably will emerge will have to be international, and has

already been set up in its broad out/ines, though ca'ctiously and deprived of any aZfective

power by the refusal of the great nations co surrender cny pars of their sovereiwIty. The

world powers will increasingly'understand their incapacity to Juch problems, if only fom
the mistrust they inspire, And ver; soon they will follow che ! of the rch in indlridual

nations and consent to the replacement of their alms and paternalistic advice by che surrender

of a portion of their income'as a kind of general tan:, the proceeds of which TTill be spent

on the development of the world. And they SeLli agree to their best' people working in the

interneeeaal agencies for the benefit .of the less developed areas, without compensation

! poFitica!_ or ec subordination. The only alternative open to the international
u!.è, mm:F:-ioa! ia iis dissolution - for It has become untenable that a minority of deve,1_,-
COUT should conterse to systematically dominate the vast majority oZ the ?ooe nations -
or else the acquisition from the few hands that nos' hold it of a power that has not bee:

put to the best possible use rrom their standpoint the, great mistake of the victorious

poTeers in.the second ,esrld ',Tar was to set up democratic machinery accessible to all the

nations of our gleba and yet co e:;pect that the mose anciens of all. that of

numbers, of majorities, of irrepressible aspirations, would njt arise therB, Almost every

revolution in history hns been sparked by a concession of this kind, which, ore.
is usual!' irrevocable.

Thus, who I am not this minute adere
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